


WAITING FOR A HOME SINCE 12/10/16
2-year-old female DSH

WAITING FOR A HOME SINCE 4/16/18
10-month-old male DSH

WAITING FOR A HOME SINCE 9/3/16
8-year-old male Pitbull mix

WAITING FOR A HOME SINCE 2/15/17
3-year-old female American Staffordshire mix

WAITING FOR A HOME SINCE 9/3/16
10-month-old female DSH

Congratulations to our friends
Dos Velas Images

On August 14, 2018, they reached a 
milestone by taking their 10,000th 
picture of homeless pets in need.  

WAITING FOR A HOME SINCE 8/3/18
4-year-old female Toy Fox Terrier



I’ve been reflecting on Foster Army Animal Rescue’s accomplishments in 2018…  

We were bursting at the seams in our previous location.  We spent hours, days, weeks 
hunting for a new location with additional retail space, an inside/outside adoption area, in-
creased storage, parking and visibility.  This was a big “Wish List.”  But wishes do come true!  
We received everything on the list and more.  And who would have expected the perfect 
spot to be just a couple blocks down Central Ave. from our old location?

We are honored to be the first business to occupy the former Marcy Library building.  Every 
day we hear a nostalgic story of a customer’s memory about using the library and how hap-
py he or she is to see the building restored for the purpose of FAAR’s mission.  

Within the building we have “Fort Furry” for onsite adoption events which create smiles on 
humans’ faces and finds forever homes for rescued pets.

Since Fort Furry opened, in addition to adoption events, we’ve held Pet Pictures with Fran-
kenstein for Halloween and Here Comes Santa Paws pet photos with Santa, each accom-
panied by bake sales and raffles.  They were very successful.  

For more holiday fun, volunteers created original “ugly Christmas sweaters” to sell in our 
Thrift Store.

New FAAR apparel has arrived.  The selection includes women’s and men’s short-sleeve and long-sleeve t-shirts, polo shirts 
and hoodies.  Come buy yours to help promote FAAR and support rescued animals!

Currently, the Thrift Store is open 6 days a week: 7 hours each day, or 42 hours a week.  The store needs four or more volun-
teers every day, but we find ourselves short-handed on most days.  Tasks include greeting and helping customers, answering 
phones, receiving and processing donations, putting out merchandise, cleaning and more.  Each task is equally important to the 
operation of a retail store. 

Fort Furry also needs volunteers to assist with set up and cleaning, caring for pets during adoption events, promoting adoptions, 
and helping with special events.  

Holiday time was very busy for us, but we can use help in every way, every day.  There is ALWAYS something to do!  Volunteers 
are needed in every capacity to continue our mission and increase adoptions and retail sales.

From watching a family leave with their new furry friend to a child buying THE toy or customers finding “just what they wanted” 
to receiving the unexpected monetary donation and knowing all this supports FAAR’s mission is the Great Volunteer Reward.  
You will be appreciated and you will know you have made a difference!!  

Thank you for making 2018 a great success.  Volunteers and employees…together we can make 2019 even better.

Wishing you a blessed and wonderful New Year!!! 

WAITING FOR A HOME SINCE 7/21/17
SPECIAL NEEDS 
4-year-old male DSH
Oh loverboy! Bennington is a cuddlebug and casa-
nova, with a heart-stealing personality. He enjoys 
going for walks on his leash and head-bopping. He 
likes the company of humans and nice dogs! He 
has no tail but makes up for it with his huge heart. 
Due to a past injury, he does not have 100% control 
over his bladder and bowels, and leaks a bit. His 
foster expresses him daily, and he would be a good 
candidate for diapers! He is looking for a VERY 
SPECIAL family that will see that his life matters!



Sarah Shoemaker felt the power of a Nicholas Sparks ro-
mance novel when she first met eyes with her beloved dach-
shund mix, Onyx.  Jeremy and Sarah Shoemaker had gone 
to America’s Family Pet Expo at OC Fair & Event Center with 
the intent to find “the one” to expand their family.  They were 
open to anything from scales to fur.

After a full day, and visiting with a lot of rescues, they had 
not found that connection.  That was until seeing the Foster 
Army Animal Rescue (FAAR) booth located toward the exit.  
It was there that the lovely couple met Onyx.  Asking Kimber-
lee Powell, FAAR’s co-founder and pet care manager, if she 
could hold Onyx, he wrapped his tiny legs around Sarah and 
hugged, neither one wanting to let go.  

Onyx came to FAAR when his ailing mom, Trinity, was saved 
from euthanasia.  That is, Trinity was believed to be ill.  FAAR 
staff had taken Trinity for diagnostic tests and found that the 
only test needed was for pregnancy.  Trinity delivered a litter 
of puppies and Onyx was the feisty runt of the litter.  

His siblings had been adopted, but Onyx had anxiety issues 
and showed leash aggression toward other dogs.  What Onyx 
truly needed was the Shoemaker home filled with patience 
and love.  His soul mate is his mom, Sarah.  Why?  Sarah 
said, “I speak Onyx.”

Since adopting Onyx, the family has certainly grown under 
the rule of Onyx.  Now they are a family of eight.  Jeremy and 
Sarah, daughter Emma and newborn Patrick, Iris the iguana, 
Sammy the guinea pig, and a rescued kitten, Beaumont, from 
Texas and the Hurricane Harvey tragedy.  

The almighty Onyx keeps 
everyone in order!  When 
“brother” Patrick was 
brought home, Onyx was 
so protective that he kept 
an eye on dad, Jeremy, 
whenever he approached 
the baby.  

When the family travels, 
Onyx is blessed to visit his 
own oasis at Dusty Trails 
in Fillmore.  Here Onyx can 
run free on this ranch paradise and has excelled at sheep 
herding!  

When asked why the Shoemaker family chooses to rescue 
versus purchasing an animal, Sarah offered an important in-
sight.  “Purchasing a dog from a store is like being sold a toy,” 
she said.  “Salespeople will give you all the sweet lines of 
how easy and fun the toy is.  In rescuing you are not purchas-
ing a toy, you are getting a true personality.  Rescues give 
you a realistic view of the pet and its mindset.”

Sarah could not be happier to have FAAR in their lives 
and continues a friendship with Powell.  Sarah and Jeremy 
Shoemaker quickly felt that FAAR is a family.  The mission 
of FAAR to save the animals most at risk is the core of that 
family.  It is not just a mission, but a way of life.

Foster Army Animal Rescue is proud to be an army and 
a family.  We are a family of volunteers and staff that are 
blessed to make a difference to fur babies and the homes 
they find.  Whether you can adopt, foster, work events or help 
in our Thrift Store, every person can make a difference to 
animals in need.  That is a blessing; it feels great and builds 
lasting memories.  

Wishing you many of those wonderful and lasting memories 
for 2019! 





The number one reason people surrender their dogs to animal 
shelters is behavior issues, according to a recent article, “Why 
People Abandon Animals,” by Lisa Towell, a blogger for PETA 
Prime (People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals).  It’s the 
number two reason for cats, she says.  

While other organizations and studies show that the cost of 
veterinary care, affordable housing being unfriendly to pets, 
lack of time to spend with their pets, and other reasons are 
higher on the lists than behavior, Towell writes that some peo-
ple aren’t truthful about the behavior issues because they don’t 
want to hurt the animals’ chances of being adopted which can 
then cause problems for shelter staffs and the animals’ new 
families. 
 

Behavior issues run the gamut from aggression to fearfulness 
to barking to inappropriate elimination and more.  Most 
behavior issues can be corrected, though not all.  Pet owners 
need to understand not only the genetics and innate behaviors 
of dog breeds and their needs, but also how much time and 
what type of environment they can give their pets in order to 
have a happy and rewarding relationship.

As Barbara Davis, owner of BADDogs Inc. LLC in Corona, 
CA, points out, “Dogs are like humans, each one is different.”

She says the three reasons she hears why dogs are taken to 
shelters are they don’t know where to go to the bathroom, 
they don’t know how to walk on a leash, and they don’t come 
when called.  Yes, behavior issues.

The mission of Foster Army Animal Rescue (FAAR) is to 
rescue vulnerable at-risk companion animals from animal 
control facilities, place them in foster homes while rehabili-
tating them medically and behaviorally, then see that they’re 
adopted into loving forever homes.

To enhance the behavior component of this mission, FAAR 
recently applied for and received a grant from Maddie’s Fund 
to provide the opportunity for Twelve Camacho, FAAR’s 
co-founder and operations manager, to take the needed 
courses to become a certified dog trainer.  He is enrolled in a 
3-level program at BADDogs which includes apprentice, assis-
tant and instructor.  At the end of the program he will take 
the test given by Certification Council for Professional Dog 
Trainers (CCPDT).

“We want to continue building a sustainable foster program 
by giving our foster volunteers knowledge and instruction 
to help them work with the dogs in their care,” Camacho 
explains.  “This also will help us recruit and retain more 
volunteers who may not be experienced or comfortable with 
behavior issues.  

“In the end it will enable our dogs to be more adoptable, thus 
allowing us to pull more treatable behavior cases from munic-
ipal shelters so that we can save more lives.”

“Once I’m certified, we will offer training to people who adopt 
from us and provide counsel and training to people who are 
having problems with their dogs and may be considering 
relinquishing them due to behavior issues,” he adds.  “By 
keeping dogs out of the shelter system, we can help reduce the 
euthanasia rate.”

Dog training classes and methods used by trainers vary great-
ly, resulting in confusion for pet owners and leading to both 
good and bad experiences for people and their pets.

“Most trainers are self-taught through reading and seminars 
causing them to have diverse techniques, experience and abili-
ties,” says Davis, who’s been training professionally since 1985 
and founded BADDogs in 2004.  “And now people with pets 
go on the Internet…”  



While there can be some good basic advice to be found on the 
Internet, people using online sources for pet training need to 
keep in mind that anyone can post content and claim to be 
an expert, so going to websites of reputable companies and 
organizations is best.  However, because dogs, owners and 
household environments differ, it’s wise to at least speak with 
someone knowledgeable in dog behaviors and attend training 
classes, if possible, to address a particular dog’s behavior.  

BADDogs provides training utilizing the concept of LIMA 
(least invasive, minimally aversive) methods.  The trainers do 
not use any type of force, coercion or physical corrections.
Choke collars, prong/pinch collars and shock collars are not 
used.

Free Training for Rescues
Davis offers free dog training to the local rescue community 
and welcomes rescues to contact her to discuss their needs.  
She says half of the participants in her group classes at her 
facility in Corona are from shelters and rescue organizations. 

“I look for rescues I can build a relationship with and which 
have reasonable views about getting animals adopted,” she 
explains, “ones that are ethical and really want to help animals 
and the community.”

•  Always assume what you see (at the shelter) is 
what you get.  She advises: consider breed charac-
teristics and needs, and consider the dog’s behav-
ior and size in relation to the home environment.  
You can’t turn a Husky into a German Shepherd.

•  What you expect to be the transition period for 
the dog to adjust to its new home…double or triple 
that time.

•  Expect dogs to cost money (e.g., food, supplies, 
toys, medical care, training, pet sitting/boarding).

•  Think of training as an investment as opposed 
to an expense, and learn techniques you can do 
at home to continue the training and work on your 
dog’s behavior. 

•  You get back what you put into your dog.  Treat 
your dog like a family member, not a piece of furni-
ture.  Pay attention to and interact with your dog. 

For more information on BADDogs Inc., 
visit the company’s website: 

FAAR dog Stella is enrolled in BADDogs 
C.L.A.S.S. BA program.  Pictured here: 
learning to walk on a leash with foster 
mom Heather Crane.

WAITING FOR A HOME SINCE 2/15/17
1-year-old female Cattle Dog mix

FAAR’s co-founder Twelve Camacho 
proudly posing at his first day of Dog 
Trainer Apprentice Program.
“It’s amazing how the kindness of one 
person can boost an organization,” 
Camacho says about Barbara Davis and 
BADDogs Inc. 

Weighing in at 29 lbs, Stella is a petite 
cuddlebug who loves attention! Due to 
a puppyhood injury, Stella may walk 
with a limp, but she is high-energy and 
all “heeler”... watch those ankles! She 
is looking for a herder-savvy family with 
laps that need an oversized puppy.

“Training with Stella has been an amaz-
ing experience! The environment is so 
positive and the focus is on helping your 
dogs be a happy calm member of the 
family in any situation. We have been 
able to go home and use the training 
with all of our dogs with great success!”
says Heather Crane.



There is a treasure trove awaiting you at Foster Army Animal Rescue Thrift Store!  Delightful and valuable items may be found…from gor-
geous boots and shoes to stylish clothing for men, women and kids (and pets).  Home décor, household necessities, essential supplies for 
inspirational craft projects, pet toys, and books of every genre – it is one-stop shopping!  

Not only is it the place to find items for you or your home, it is a great place to find gifts for your friends and loved ones.  Many shoppers buy 
birthday, anniversary, and holiday gifts.  Why?  Because the receiver of their gift will know that they are indirectly supporting animals in need.  
It is compassionately a win-win for all!

The Thrift Store is always friendly and welcoming due to our wonderful army of volunteers.  In October, 935 volunteer hours were logged!  
Volunteers work daily performing a variety of tasks to keep the store running smoothly.  From receiving, pricing and displaying donations, to 
answering phones and helping in the administration office – these volunteers are conscientious and enthusiastic.  They are driven by kindness 
and the willingness to help animals in need.  It is these wonderful volunteers who help provide the funding so necessary to our mission of 
saving the most vulnerable of pets.

We are in need of additional volunteers to help us keep up this momentum!  If you are interested in recycling, sleuthing and researching, or-
ganizing and repairing, or just want to be a part of something altruistic, then consider joining our army.  Volunteer applications are available 
on our website: www.fosterarmy.org and at our store.

This time of year brings out the best in people and we are seeing a record amount of donations to fill our store, as well as customers stopping 
in to find that something special they need.  I encourage you to share the work of saving more pet lives by supporting the Thrift Store through 
donations and by shopping with us.  Your dollars really do save lives!

“When we give cheerfully and accept gratefully, everyone is blessed.” –  Maya Angelou

In past articles I have made reference to Foster Army Animal Rescue’s 
Sewing Club.  Apparently it has piqued interest in some of you, but 
there is some confusion as to what we are all about.  I’m dedicating 
my article this month to this club and hoping to clear up any mystery 
surrounding it. 

Where and when.  We meet once a month at 
the Thrift Store.  The meetings are on a Satur-
day night from 5:00 to 9:00.  The date varies de-
pending on holiday schedules and FAAR events.  
Generally at each meeting we cement a date for 
the next.  We have our own Facebook group 

where the details of each meeting are posted in advance.

What we do.  At each meeting one member volunteers to take charge 
and has a project for us to work on.  That member teaches the project 
and guides us through it.  All materials and supplies 
are provided.  Sometimes the projects we do are for 
our foster animals: toys, blankets, kennel covers and 
costumes.  Sometimes we make items that can be sold 
in the store: aprons, kitchen towels and potholders, 
bandanas and bows, leashes with matching poop bag 
holders and, most recently, ugly Christmas sweaters. 

We even make things for some of our fellow rescues: ”adopt me” vests 
for Riverside County Dept. of Animal Services, trap covers for Dai-
sy’s Hope Foundation and warm jackets and cozy beds for homeless 

people’s dogs for Taking It To The Streets With Lori And Shira.  Inci-
dentally, we were told that some of these dogs had never had a bed of 
their own.  How sad is that?!?

What you need to know.  First and foremost, do not be intimidated!!  
Most of us, myself included, are novice seamstresses.  Our projects 
are easy and fun!  If you have a portable sewing machine, bring it 
and basic sewing notions and accessories.  If your sewing machine is 
not portable or even if you don’t sew, we can use your help.  We need 
people to cut, pin, iron and cheer us on!  Occasionally, we even do 
projects that do not require any sewing. 

If this does not sound like your cup of tea, but you still want to help, 
we appreciate any donations of fabric (cute animal print especially) 
or sewing notions.

So while making your New Year’s resolutions, why not make one that 
will be easy to keep and help animals, too?  Resolve to have more fun.  
Come join our group!  If you are interested, contact FAAR and we 
will have you added to our faceBook page.  Not on FaceBook?  We 
will contact you directly.



WAITING FOR A HOME SINCE 8/3/18
9-month-old female bobtail
Paloma has the cutest bunny butt ever!  
She enjoys napping, cuddling, and help-
ing her human read books.  She is in 
foster with cats and loves the company 
of nice kids and dogs at adoption events.

I was a typical baby: incredibly cute, of course, with my baby 
face, baby sounds, plump tummy, soft fur and a bit wobbly on 
my feet. 

My new human adults and children picked me up, cuddled 
me, played with me and showed me off.  They repeated 
themselves with baby talk, like “Who’s a good girl?  Are you a 
good girl?”  They thought it was cute, but I didn’t. 

Those people took me to yet another scary place where I 
didn’t feel safe or know what would happen next.

I missed my mom taking care of me and the secure warmth 
of my sisters and brothers around me.  Who was going to 
take care of me now?  I was just a baby in a strange place… 
no wonder I whimpered.

How many pets begin their lives like this as a gift for the 
holidays?  Plopped in a basket under the Christmas tree or 
picked up by squealing children?
 

Adding a pet to a family should never come as a surprise: If 
you want to delight a child or another with a new pet, find an 
adorable stuffed animal, put a big bow around its neck with a 
note written “for future redemption.”  If the pet is for children, 
discuss the responsibility for life-long commitment to the 
animal’s care. 

You will feel better about yourself and provide an extremely 
important lesson to children about compassion by adopting 
from a responsible shelter or rescue group.  Best of all, the 
pet learns love in the most excellent place of all: a home 
where it is cherished for the companionship it adds to the 
family.

Do your research to consider breed habits, such as wanting a 
high-energy border collie when your yard size or your activity 
level is more suitable to a lap dog.  Visit the various rescue 
groups and shelters at a later date, not in the rush of holiday 
preparations.  Don’t take home the kitty or puppy in the win-
dow because it is an irresistible bundle of cuteness.

The darling kitties and puppies bought in retail pet shops 
may have begun their lives in a “mill,” a business in which the 
animal’s sole purpose is profit from a quick turnaround, not 
concern for long-term welfare of an animal that has feelings, 
too.  It is a commodity, sometimes born in deplorable con-
ditions, sometimes deadly for those that become ill.  These 
babies are sold after weaning.  They are marketed by the pet 
stores, often on display in a mall window, to future buyers.  
There is no humane or loving reason to buy from retailers 
when animals are waiting in shelters, rescue centers and 
rescue groups for a loving forever family. 

Be a friend to an animal in need, one that became stuck in a 
shelter: perhaps a living holiday gift that grew up and became 
a responsibility that no one wanted to accept.

Be the happy ending for a puppy or kitty: Adopt at a later ─ 
and equally appropriate ─ time to celebrate good tidings, 
comfort and cheer…to all concerned.

Note: This story was approved by a rescue dog: our beautiful 
Freja, who napped at my feet while I wrote.  She was narrow-
ly saved from euthanasia and instead provides companion-
ship by her comfort and love.

WAITING FOR A HOME SINCE 
2/15/17
10-month-old male DSH

WAITING FOR A HOME SINCE 
2/15/17
10-month-old female DSH



PetVibe is all things pets.
Download free today,
your pet will thank you!

When I first started volunteering at a local shelter many years ago, I 
made it clear that I was in absolutely no position to foster.  I lived in 
a tiny studio, with no space for a foster.  My dog hated other animals 
so badly, he once ran through a yard of cacti to try to get to a cat.  My 
landlord only allowed me one pet.  I’ve never given up a pet before, 
so how could I give up a foster when adoption day comes?  Plus, my 
house is too cold.  Nope.  Fostering was definitely not for me.

Then one day, someone came in with a bedraggled, newborn kitten.  
The shelter had a foster family available to take the kitten - but they 
were on vacation and wouldn’t be back for eight days.  Everyone 
turned to look at me.  I meant to say, “Aw, poor kitten, too bad there’s 
nothing I can do.”  But what came out of my mouth was, “Okay, I’ll 
do it.”  

Next thing I knew, I was standing in my studio looking around for a 
place to safely stow a kitty crate.  My home was so small, I didn’t own 
any furniture except my bed, so there wasn’t even a table to put it on.  
My dog was staring at me with narrowed eyes, as if to say, “What’s 
in the bo-o-o-x?!”  

Finally, I opted to squeeze the carrier into the tiny bathroom.  Unfor-
tunately, that meant I’d have to sit sideways on the toilet every time I 
had to use it... and I’d have to crawl over the toilet to open and close 
the bathroom door since the door opened inward for some reason.  

For the first few days of feeding the kitten every two hours, I kept 
kicking myself for getting myself into this.  But soon, the kitten started 
recognizing me, despite its lack of sight and hearing, and I didn’t mind 
the late-night feedings as much.  Things began to become routine 
(TOO routine, as a couple of times I caught myself sitting sideways 
on the toilet in restaurants, out of habit).  My dog stopped barking 
hysterically every time the kitten mewed, and my landlord said the 
kitty was okay as long as it was leaving soon.  

When the day came that the shelter informed me that the kitten’s oth-
er foster family fell through and I’d be stuck with him for a few more 
weeks, I was almost happy.  Weeks turned into a month, and I got 
the pleasure of seeing the kitten open his eyes, go potty by himself, 
groom himself for the first time, learn to play with toys, and develop a 
distinct personality.  

Finally, it was time to go back to the shelter.  I was surprised that the 
day I had longed for was now a day I dreaded.  How could I let this 
treasure go?  I knew I couldn’t keep him (my dog still wanted to eat 
him, and my landlord still allowed only one pet), so it was time for a 
tearful goodbye.  

As I brought him in to the shelter, I noticed a young girl peering into 
the various cat cages.  She turned, and my kitten mewed gently at her 
and reached his paw through the carrier at her.  Her eyes widened, 
and the biggest grin I’d ever seen split open her face.  “THAT ONE!” 
she said with quiet excitement.  She was gentle and tender, and my 
kitten took to her immediately.  

Since then, I’ve fostered hundreds of animals, of many different spe-
cies and ages.  Each one has a special place in my heart, and I like 
to tell myself I’ll always have a special place in theirs. 

If you think you can’t foster, you may be wrong.  With Foster Army 
Animal Rescue, food, supplies, and medical care are provided.  You 
provide love, care, and a safe environment until the pet finds its For-
ever Home.  It is challenging, but easier and more rewarding than 
you think. 

Help us save lives and become a foster today.
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Meet Daisy, dumped at the shelter by 
her people because they were moving.  
She has 3 legs, doesn’t get along with 
most dogs, but is the best, most loving 
house dog.

Meet Frogger, who mysteriously end-
ed up in the middle of the 215 freeway 
causing a seven-car pile up.  He was 
injured from the pile up and picked up 
by California Highway Patrol.  Frogger 
is very vocal and can say “I love you.”  
He’s a charmer and prefers snuggling 
next to you all day.

Meet Belle, dumped at the shelter be-
cause of a skin infection.  After rescue, 
we discovered she has an auto immune 
disease in addition to mange, and we 
are still trying to figure out what med-
ication will work.  She is the sweetest 
cuddle bug! 

These are a few of the animals available for adoption who may 
have been dead if not for the intervention of Foster Army Ani-
mal Rescue and our dedicated foster families and volunteers.  
They are sweet, loving pets who deserve the love of a home 
and person.  Sadly, thousands of pets never get this lucky.

From January 1, 2018, through October 31, 2018, there were 
446 treatable dogs and 2,836 treatable cats euthanized at the 
Riverside County Dept. of Animal Services shelter in the city 
of Riverside.   These are the numbers on which Foster Army 
Animal Rescue focuses.  Since January 2018, FAAR has been 
able to save 120 animals from these statistics.  As you can 
see, we have a long way to go to even put a dent in making 
Riverside a safe place for pets.  

If you love pets, if you are an advocate for animals, if you would 
like to make a difference in Riverside, if you would like to see 
a no-kill city, if you would like to make Riverside a safe place 
for pets, if you want to stop the killing of innocent, happy, and 
healthy pets, please join Foster Army Animal Rescue by be-
coming a foster.  If you can’t foster, adopt.  If you can’t adopt, 
volunteer.  If you cannot do any of these, donate.

WAITING FOR A HOME 
SINCE 7/11/18
9-year-old male DSH
Frogger was rescued 
by CHP after causing a 
7-car pile up on the 215 
freeway. This is one lucky 
black cat to escape with 
only scrapes and bruises! 
This magnificent panther 
is 9-years young and 
ready to be your lucky 
charm. He is friendly, vo-
cal, and in foster with kids 
and submissive cats.



 

 
 

  

 
   


